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THORS is bringing together the best minds across many industries to create an ever-
expanding library of courses that will rapidly increase the Manufacturing IQ   of your team.®
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Learning Objectives

Differentiate between some of the important sensors that detect motion, movement, and other variables.
Recognize the networks and network technologies that facilitated IoT development. 
Recall the primary building blocks of IoT systems: Things, Connectivity, and The Cloud. 
Understand the basic concepts and technology driving IoT developments.

Recall the main challenges that manufacturing industries present for IoT systems. 
Elaborate on the importance of concepts, such as edge computing and the fog and mist. 

Internet of Things: Manufacturing Basics introduces learners to 
the fundamental concepts and terminology associated with 
modern internet of things (IoT) systems in industrial and 
high-volume manufacturing settings. Utilizing THORS’ colorful 
and comprehensive animations, along with informative 
illustrations and visually interactive quizzing methods, this 
course provides solid foundational knowledge for the future 
planners of IoT systems and technology in manufacturing 
industries.  

Learning made Simple, Visual, 
and Interactive

Credit Hours 2

eLearning courses designed to increase productivity and profits 
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